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South Africa has a long braai history. The origins of the word braai is 
Afrikaans for barbecue or grill and originates from early Dutch settlers who 
sailed to Cape Town a few centuries ago. 

A South African braai is more than just your standard barbecue. 
Encompassing flavoursome food and great company, a braai is an occasion; 
a celebration of outdoor life! We invite you to come and ‘Live The Braai 
Life!’ with us at Cadac.
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THE HISTORY OF 
THE BRAAI



GARDEN & PATIO
 
• Meridian Woody                                     
• Meridian                                              
• Meridian Counter Top              
• Stratos 
• Entertainer                    
•   Charcoal and Kettle Chef             
• Citi Chef 50                       
•   Citi Chef 40 and Safari Chef 2     

ACCESSORIES 

Braai Style Accessories                        
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MODULAR SYSTEM
One barbecue, endless possibilities! 

The Cadac range of interchangeable modular surfaces 
includes: baking stones, warmer pans, reversible grills, 
teppanyaki plates, hot plates and rotisseries.

This wide range of modular cooking tops are all effortlessly 
interchanged with the BBQ grids (excluding the rotisserie).

From grilling to baking and slow cooking to broiling, the 
Cadac Modular System breaks the traditional boundaries of 
conventional outdoor dining.

Be Brave, Bring Out The Gourmet In You.

GUARANTEES
Cadac patio barbecues come with a 5 year manufacturers’ 
limited warranty. 
Cadac leisure barbecues come with a 2 year warranty and
Cadac accessories comes with a 1 year warranty.

CADAC’S BIG 
FIVE  

South Africa is known for its Big Five 
animals. With our South African roots and 
almost 70 years of ‘braai experience’, we 
proudly introduce our own Big Five!

EASY CLEAN
Cadac patio barbecues have been designed with you in mind. 
The Easy Clean System ensures you can spend less time 
cleaning and more time cooking!

The smooth, enamel coated burner box guarantees 
an effortless sponge down, and an angled removable drip tray 
facillitates the draining of grease and water into an easily 
accessible drip cup. 
The non-stick, vitreous enamel BBQ grids and flame tamers 
can be removed and cleaned with ease, simply wipe down with 
warm soapy water or pop straight into the dishwasher! 
Cadac’s cleaning innovation provides you with a simple but 
ingenious telescopic overflow pipe, through which excess water 
from the drip cup can be tapped into a bucket or drain. 
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THERMOGRID
Cadac patio barbecues exclusively house the leading grill 
technology; the Thermogrid. 

The Thermogrid improves the quality of your cooking by 
providing even heat distribution across the grill surface. 
They heat up quicker than cast iron and offer more 
responsive temperature control.

These unique U-shaped grills trap and distribute heat evenly 
across the cooking surface, resulting in a reduction in gas 
consumption of approximately 34%.

EASY ASSEMBLY
Thanks to their cleverly engineered design, Cadac barbecues 
can be built in just 30 minutes!

Assembly is quick and simple due to pre-assembled parts 
reducing the number of components and a clear concise 
build manual.

Gelijkmatige hittespreiding
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GREENGRILL
New for 2018 – the Green Grill coating is the latest 
innovation from Cadac.

Made from an organic ceramic, the Green Grill coating is 
environmentally friendly and non-toxic. Improved durability, 
scratch resistance and coating hardness separates the 
Green Grill from traditional non-stick coatings without 
compromising on the ease of cleaning. 

Green Grill withstands higher temperatures, distributes and 
retains heat better, resulting in a lower gas consumption.

THE -U-GRID TRAPS AND DISTRIBUTES HEAT



PATIO & GARDEN
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One barbecue, endless possibilities. 

Cadac’s extensive range of stylish patio barbecues and much admired 
Modular System offer unparalleled cooking versatility. 

The Cadac range of interchangeable modular surfaces includes: baking 
stones, warmer pans, reversible grills, teppanyaki plates, hot plates and 
rotisseries.

Be Brave, Bring Out The Gourmet In You.
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MERIDIAN WOODY

Embodying Cadac’s originating country, South African Rhino Wood encases this 
flagship Meridian BBQ to create a unique and stylish addition to the Cadac range. 

With its’ clean lines and classic styling, the Meridian Woody includes all the 
desirable characteristics you’d expect from Cadac; Easy Build, Easy Clean, 
Interchangeable Modular System, Thermogrids and a superior quality. 

Designed with the consumer in mind, the Meridian Woody is easy to assemble and 
move. The Rhino Wood cabinet and shelving provide tidy, convenient storage for a 
gas bottle and any accessories or condiments. 

Low maintenance
Rhino Wood is vacuum-impregnated with wax and 

does not require regular maintenance.

Robust
Rhino Wood competes with most tropical hardwoods 

in important characteristics, such as strength, 

surface hardness and density.

Non toxic
Rhino Wood is treated with all natural substances. 

No toxic substances are used, making it completely 

people and pet friendly. 

Durable
Rhino Wood has a significantly reduced water 

absorption rate, making it resistant to organisms 

that can lead to rot and decay.

Sustainability
Rhino Wood is produced from specially planted 

trees in South Africa, which have been cut in a 

responsible way, according to FSC guidelines.

NEW

RHINO WOOD

Rhino Wood is an environmentally friendly, high-quality  

wood originating from South Africa. 
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FEATURES
•  Lid sits flush with back of BBQ when open
•  Solid Rhino Wood shelf and storage cabinet
•  Cooking surface area of 3185cm2
•  3 Thermogrids and warmer rack included
•  2 large all-terrain wheels and 2 castors with brake lever

BURNER SYSTEM
•  High grade stainless steel burners
•  3 burners plus side burner, all with independent piezo ignition

MODULAR SYSTEM

BAKING STONE (98394)

REVERSIBLE GRILL PLATE (98505)

TEPPANYAKI PLATE (98506)

WARMER PAN (98507)

UNIVERSAL ROTISSERIE (98755-UK)

1 Side burner
2 Double skin dome with thermometer
3 Independent piezo ignition
4 Removeable drip tray for easy cleaning
5 Discrete gas cylinder storage
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MERIDIAN WOODY BBQ COVER (20163-100)

Product Code: 20163-33-01-UK

5

3

2

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES



South Africa is known for its Big Five animals. 
With our South African roots and almost 70 
years of ‘braai experience’, we proudly introduce 
our own Big Five!

MERIDIAN

FEATURES
• Lid sits flush with back of BBQ when open
• Sturdy trolley with foldable side table 
• Cooking surface area of 3185cm2 (3B), 3920cm2 (4B)
• 3 Thermogrids and warmer rack included
• 2 large all-terrain wheels and 2 castors with brake lever
• 2 accessory pins on inside of cabinet doors

BURNER SYSTEM
•  High grade stainless steel burners
•  3 or 4 burners plus side burner, all with independent piezo ignition

The European-styled Meridian range is the perfect addition to any garden or terrace. Offering high-quality 
features such as the latest Thermogrid grills, and the Cadac Modular System, you can cook a variety of meals 
at the same time. The accessories and the gas bottle can be stored neatly in the cabinet, which has double 
skinned doors and magnetic closure.

The Meridian offers a breakthrough in barbecue hygiene with the innovative Cadac Easy Clean System. 
The smooth porcelain enamelled burner box and drainage channels flow to a removeable drip cup, allowing the 
BBQ to be thoroughly cleaned after each use.
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1 Double skin dome with thermometer
2 Side burner
3 Folding side table
4 Independent piezo ignition 
5 Removeable drip tray for easy cleaning
6 Discrete gas cylinder storage

2
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 Product Range
 • 3 Burner + SB Black 98510-33-04-UK
 • 3 Burner + SB S/S 98510-33-01-UK
 • 4 Burner + SB Black with Blue Pearl 98512-43-10-UK
 • 4 Burner + SB S/S 98512-43-01-UK

3 OR 4 BURNER BBQ COVER (98361/98362)

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

MODULAR SYSTEM

BAKING STONE (98394)

REVERSIBLE GRILL PLATE (98505)

TEPPANYAKI PLATE (98506)

WARMER PAN (98507)

UNIVERSAL ROTISSERIE (98755-UK)

Wrinkle Paint

5



MERIDIAN COUNTER TOP
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1 Double skin dome lid with thermometer
2 Modular System compatible
3 Independent piezo ignition
4 Side panels
5 Removeable drip tray for easy cleaning

The Meridian counter top BBQ requires no assembly; simply lift out of the box, place it where desired and 
you’re ready to connect to the gas and start cooking!

The hard-wearing enamel drip tray is easily removeable from the front, so the BBQ can be placed in a recess 
or against a wall. The Meridian counter-top range consists of both a 3 and a 4 burner version, with a double 
skinned, rust-free, stainless steel dome.

3

5
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FEATURES
• Lid sits flush with back of BBQ when open
• Cooking surface area of 3185cm2 (3B), 3920cm2 (4B)
• 3 Thermogrids and warmer rack included

BURNER SYSTEM
•  High grade stainless steel burners
•  3 or 4 burners, all with independent piezo ignition

3 OR 4 BURNER BUILT-IN COVER (982231/982241)

 Product Range
 • 3 Burner S/S 982231-40-01-UK
 • 4 Burner Black with Blue Pearl 982241-40-10-UK
 • 4 Burner S/S 982241-40-01-UK

2

MODULAR SYSTEM

BAKING STONE (98394)

REVERSIBLE GRILL PLATE (98505)

TEPPANYAKI PLATE (98506)

WARMER PAN (98507)

UNIVERSAL ROTISSERIE (98755-UK)

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Also available as a 
3 Burner BBQ
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STRATOS 

The Stratos is a compact, modern range of barbecues, which offer excellent value for money. 
Stratos barbecues have a separate folding side table and a side burner. The lid is double 
skinned for optimal insulation and is fitted with a precise thermometer.

All stainless steel parts are of high quality. The smooth enamelled construction of the burner 
box and removable grease collector make cleaning easy.
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STRATOS 2 BURNER STRATOS 3 BURNER 

1

 Product Range
 • 2 Burner + SB 98700-23-04-UK
 • 3 Burner + SB 98700-33-04-UK
 • 4 Burner + SB 98700-43-04-UK
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FEATURES
• Double skin dome with thermometer
• Sturdy trolley with foldable side table 
• Cooking surface area of 1980cm2 (2B), 2520cm2 (3B), 3360cm2 (4B)
• Thermogrids plus removeable warming rack
• 2 large all-terrain wheels and 2 castors with brake lever
• 2 accessory pins on inside of cabinet doors

BURNER SYSTEM
•  High grade stainless steel burners
•  2, 3 or 4 burners plus side burner, all with independent piezo ignition

STRATOS REVERSIBLE GRILL PLATE (98700-51)

STRATOS WARMER PAN (98700-50)

15

2

3

2, 3 OR 4 BURNER BBQ COVER
(98700-20-CVR, 98700-30-CVR, 98700-40-CVR)

1 Independent piezo ignition
2 Side burner
3 Thermogrids and warmer rack included
4 Folding side table
5 Modular System compatible

MODULAR SYSTEM

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

4

5Wrinkle Paint
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The Entertainer is a classic range of three or four burner barbecues that are easy to build and use. 
Thermodynamic U grills provide an even heat distribution and a quicker heat-up time. The Entertainer has a 
double-skinned dome lid with thermometer and a removeable warming rack. 

The side table provides a sturdy, extra work surface for preparing vegeatables and resting tools, while the separate side 
burner is ideal for stir fries, steaming or warming sauces. The burners are made of high quality stainless steel and the 
burner box is porcelain enamelled for extra durability and the removeable drip tray ensures easy cleaning. 

ENTERTAINER
NEW

1 Double skin dome with thermometer
2 Side burner
3 Discrete gas cylinder storage
4 Independent piezo ignition

2

1

3

4
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3 OR 4 BURNER BBQ COVER (98361/98362)

FEATURES
• Double skin dome with thermometer
• Sturdy trolley with side table
• Cooking surface area of 2750cm2 (3B), 3100cm2 (4B)
• 2 Thermogrids (3B) / 3 Thermogrids (4B) and warmer rack included
• 2 large all-terrain wheels and 2 castors with brake lever
• 2 accessory pins on inside of cabinet doors

BURNER SYSTEM
•  High grade stainless steel burners
•  3 or 4 burners plus side burner, all with independent piezo ignition

UNIVERSAL ROTISSERIE (98755-UK)

ENTERTAINER BAKING STONE (20164-100)

ENTERTAINER HOT PLATE (20164-200)

 Product Range
 • Entertainer Elegance 3 Burner + SB Anthracite 20164-B-33-09-UK
 • Entertainer Deluxe 3 Burner + SB Anthracite 2064-C-33-09-UK
 • Entertainer Supreme 4 Burner + SB S/S 20165-43-01-UK
 • Entertainer Supreme 4 Burner + SB Antracite 20165-43-09-UK

MODULAR SYSTEM

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
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CHARCOAL

 

 FEATURES
• 57cm porcelain enamel cooking grid
• No-rust porcelain enamelled bowl and dome
• Twin air vent control
• Ash collector with air inlet control 
• Dome lid with stay-cool handle and thermometer
• BBQ tool holder included
• 4 fixed anodised aluminium legs
• 84cm ergonomic cooking height

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
•  57cm BBQ cover

 Product Code:  5455

CHARCOAL MATE 57CM

CHARCOAL PRO 57CM 4 LEGS

FEATURES
• 57cm porcelain enamel cooking grid
• No-rust porcelain enamelled bowl and dome
• 2 stainless steel adjustable air vents 
• Dome lid with stay-cool handle
• 3 fixed anodised aluminium legs
• 2 wheels for easy movement
• 71cm standard cooking height

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
•  57cm BBQ cover

 Product Code: 5475 

Metal drip tray included
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KETTLE CHEF

KETTLE CHEF FEATURES
•  47cm kettle gas BBQ
•  Automatic piezo ignition
•  Includes clip-on hose and regulator
•  Includes durable storage bag

The Kettle Chef is the perfect fast and compact alternative to the charcoal kettle. It runs off gas and has a large 
stainless steel central burner. The aluminium 47cm non-stick coated BBQ top is specifically designed to allow grease to 
drip down into the enamelled removeable fat pan. Both the BBQ top and the fat pan can be easily removed and cleaned 
after cooking. The dome lid conveniently hooks on to the BBQ to act as a windshield and splash-back protector, and a 
gas cylinder can be neatly stored in the support attached to the 3 legs for easy portability.

1 Dome lid with thermometer

2 Removeable fat pan

3 Independent piezo ignition

4 Convenient gas cylinder holder

1

3

4

 Product Code: 8810-10

42CM PIZZA STONE (98331)

45CM BBQ PLANCHA PLATE (8910-108)

47CM PAELLA PAN (5758)

MODULAR SYSTEM

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

47CM DELUXE COVER (98185)

TAPAS SET (98399)

2



CITI CHEF 50

The new Citi Chef 50 is a stylish BBQ that is perfect for 
your balcony, patio, garden or terrace. 

Your cooking options are endless with the Citi Chef 50!
It comes complete with a non-stick BBQ top, pot stand and 
dome lid with thermometer, and is also compatible with the 
Cadac Modular System. 

The inside of the double skin burner unit is porcelain 
enamel-coated for easy cleaning and all grease goes into a 
drip cup underneath the BBQ.

The wooden side tables can be removed and stored in the 
storage area under the barbecue after use, and with the 2 
handles and 4 lockable castor wheels, the barbecue is easy 
to move and store. 

4
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NEW

 Product Code:20162-20-UK

1
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1 Modular System compatible
2 Dome hooks on to back to act as windshield and splash-back protector
3 Clip on/off wooden side tables
4 Discrete storage inside for a gas bottle
5 Accessory pins to hang utensils
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42CM PIZZA STONE (98331)

47CM PAELLA PAN (5758)

45CM BBQ PLANCHA PLATE (8910-108)

2

3

FEATURES
• Porcelain enamelled dome with thermometer
• Heat-resistant dome handle
• Non-stick coated BBQ grid plus pot stand
• Automatic piezo ignition
• 4 lockable castor wheels for easy movement
• Includes clip-on hose and regulator
• 2 accessory pins for hanging utensils

MODULAR SYSTEM

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

CITI CHEF 50 DELUXE COVER (20162-100)

TAPAS SET (98399)

5
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Part of the Cadac Urban Range, the Citi Chef 40 is robust and compact, and 
ideal for those limited on outdoor space. 

The 40cm non-stick coated table top BBQ top is made from aluminium and is 
perfect for barbecuing meat, fish or vegetables. Drainage holes allow any grease 
to drip down into the removeable fat pan so that both the BBQ top and the fat 
pan can be easily removed and washed.  

1 Dome hooks on to back to act as windshield and splash-back protector
2 Automatic piezo ignition

FEATURES
•  Porcelain enamel dome with thermometer
•  Heat resistant dome handle
•  Non-stick coated BBQ grid plus pot stand
•  Automatic piezo ignition
•  Rubber feet to prevent slipping
•  Includes clip-on hose and regulator

1

2

 Product Code: 5610-20-UK

CITI CHEF 40
NEW

33CM PIZZA STONE (98368)

36CM PAELLA PAN (8600-100)

MODULAR SYSTEM

40CM BBQ PLANCHA PLATE (5610-200)



FEATURES
•  Lightweight, 28cm portable BBQ
• Includes four interchangeable cooking surfaces
• Automatic piezo ignition
• Foldable legs for compact storage
• Includes durable storage bag

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
• 28cm BBQ Plancha Plate
• 25cm Pizza Stone

The Safari Chef 2 is the Swiss Army Knife of barbecues! Lightweight and 
compact, it weights less than 4kg and is the ideal BBQ for camping or picnics.

The BBQ includes four interchangeable cooking surfaces - there’s the non-stick 
coated BBQ top, the non-stick coated flat griddle, the pot stand and the pot, which 
also doubles up as a dome.  The Safari Chef 2 also packs away neatly thanks to the 
foldable legs and the durable storage bag that is included. 

Make your Safari Chef 2 truly portable! 

Take your Safari Chef 2 on a hike, fishing trip or to the beach. This compact, 
portable BBQ can be powered by regulated gas from a cylinder, or any threaded 
(camping) cartridge compatible with the regulators shown below.

23

1

1 Dome lid doubles up as a wok

2 Automatic piezo ignition

2 Convenient storage bag included

2

3

 Product Code:6540L1-10-EU 

SAFARI CHEF 2

33CM PIZZA STONE (98368)

MODULAR SYSTEM

Power Pak 1000 v.2*: 346-10 Threaded Cartridge Regulator: 343

OR OR

40CM BBQ PLANCHA PLATE (5610-200)



ACCESSORIES  
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ACCESSORIES  

For a perfect barbecue party and optimal maintenance of your Cadac 
barbecue, we offer various accessories.

In addition to the many optional cooking surfaces, we have developed 
a beautiful range of accessories for you to extend your braai dining!

Try our trendy smoker box, giving your dishes a special smoke flavor 
or the latest spatula and utensil sets that provide extra hygiene during 
cooking. 

Ever thought of tapas on your BBQ? Then you’ll love our tapas dishes.
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BRAAISTYLE ACCESSORIES
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REVERSIBLE GRILL PLATE 
With one ribbed and one flat side, the ceramic Green Grill 
Reversible Grill Plate is ideal for a variety of cooking styles.

Available for the Meridian and Stratos ranges:
98505 Meridian, 97800-51 Stratos

WARMER PAN 
A handy, high-rise Warmer Pan for the Meridian and Stratos 
ranges. Made from thick GreenGrill cermamic aluminium, it is 
ideal for roasting or warming meats and vegetables.

Available for the Meridian and Stratos ranges:
98507 Meridian, 97800-50 Stratos

CERAMIC BAKING STONE
The perfect surface for cooking pizza, pittas and focaccia, 
the 1cm thick ceramic Baking Stone can withstand 
temperatures up to 500 °C. 

Available for the Meridian and Entertainer ranges:
98394 Meridian, 20164-100 Entertainer
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STAINLESS STEEL TEPPANYAKI PLATE
Ideal for fish, seafood, beef, vegetables or any other Teppanyaki cooking. The 
durable Teppanyaki Plate is made from Triply (3 layer combination of aluminium 
and stainless steel) to the same specifications as is used by professional chefs.
Fits the Meridian range: 98506

ENTERTAINER HOT PLATE
Heat resistant up to 300 °C, this porcelain enamel coated Hot Plate is so 
versatile and perfect for cooking a variety of dishes. 
Fits the Entertainer range: 20164-200

UNIVERSAL ROTISSERIE
Featuring a chrome-plated steel spike/fork and a heat resistant handle, the Cadac 
rotisserie is a great addition to your patio BBQ. 
The motor is housed in a mild steel case and requires two size D batteries (not 
included) to operate or alternatively it can run off mains electric.
Fits the Meridian & Entertainer ranges: 98755-UK

PIZZA STONE
Surprise your guests with a homemade pizza. Also great for foccacia, naans and pitta 
breads. 
Available in three sizes: 
25cm 6544-100 (Safari Chef 2)
33cm 98368 (Citi Chef 40)
42cm 98331 (Kettle Chef & Citi Chef 50)

PAELLA PAN
From paellas and risottos to pancakes and bacon, the popular Paella Pan is incredibly 
versatile. 
Available in two sizes:
36cm 8600-100 (Citi Chef 40 & Safari Chef 2)
47cm 5758 (Citi Chef 50 & Kettle Chef)

BBQ PLANCHA PLATE
This multifunctional grill plate is half ribbed, half flat for the ultimate cooking 
versatility, and grease drainage holes allow for healthier cooking. 
Available in three sizes:
28cm 6540-600 (Safari Chef 2)
40cm 5610-200 (Citi Chef 40)
45cm 8910-108 (Citi Chef 50)

NEW

Drainage holes allow for healthier cooking

NEW
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BRAAISTYLE ACCESSORIES

MAGNETIC UTENSILS
Made from heat-resistant nylon, the Cadac range of magnetic utensils have elevated 
handle designs for improved hygiene. Magnets allow them to attach on the side of 
the BBQ. 
From top-bottom:
1. Magnetic Spatula & Fork Set 2015003
2. Magnetic Nylon Spatula 2015002

STAINLESS STEEL 3 PIECE UTENSIL SET
This stylish, practical range of robust, high-grade stainless steel utensils have soft-
touch rubber handles for easy grip. 
2015001

MAGNETIC DIGITAL THERMOMETER
Instant, easy to read digital thermometer that allows you to accurately check the 
internal temperature of food being cooked. 
2015006

1

2

CURVED BBQ TONGS
Made from heat-resistant nylon, these curved BBQ tongs have an elevated handle 
design for improved hygiene.  
2015004

CADAC MAGNETIC BLUETOOTH THERMOMETER
Bluetooth grill thermometer that allows you to accurately check the internal 
temperature of food being cooked. With backlit LED display and timer and alarm 
settings, the base includes a magnet.
2017001
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WOK
This lightweight wok, with aluminium bowl and Green Grill coating allows for rapid 
transfer of heat. It has a solid robust stainless steel handle and is ideal for versatile, 
fast non-stick cooking. 
98388

BARBECUE CLEANER 
A handy cleaner for all chrome and enamelled parts of the barbecue.
8629

TAPAS SET
Prepare tasty tapas, eggs or pancakes on your barbecue with this set of 4 aluminum 
dishes with non-stick Green Grill coating.
98399

BBQ SKEWER SET
A set of six re-useable stainless steel skewers with individually designed grips. 
30cm in length, they are perfect for creating kebabs and kotfas. 
98373

SMOKER BOX
Add extra flavor to meat, fish and vegetables with this stylish stainless steel smoker 
box with Cadac signature.
2015005

BRAAI LIGHT 
Auto-ignition, refillable gas lighter complete with bottle opener. It also offers 
adjustable flame control and a safety lock. 
603

STAINLESS STEEL WINE COOLER
A stylish addition to any barbecue party, the Cadac wine cooler is made from 
stainless steel and has a twin wall cavity for superior cooling.
98398



BRAAISTYLE ACCESSORIES
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BBQ COVERS
Extend the life and maintain the condition of your BBQ with Cadac’s heavy-duty weatherproof covers.

37 MBAR CLIP ON HOSE AND REGULATOR
Suitable for 5kg and 13kg patio gas cylinders. Operating pressure 37 mbar.
8516

THREADED CARTRIDGE REGULATOR
Enables low pressure appliances to operate off threaded camping cartridges. Simply 
screws on to the cartridge. Ideal for the Safari Chef 2 portable BBQ.
343

POWER PAK 1000 V.2*
Amazing innovation from Cadac; the Dual Power Pak is the first of its kind. 
Take your LP barbecue to the beach, campsite or caravan and operates from two threaded 
gas cartridges (not included), the gas is consistently regulated to 28 mbar. Ideal for the 
Citi Chef 40 and Safari Chef 2 barbecues.
346-10

500g THREADED VALVE CARTRIDGE
Butane/proane gas mix cartridge, fitted with standard EN417 threaded self-sealing safety 
valve for use with threaded and Power Pak regulators. 
CA500

CADAC QUICK RELEASE TAILPIECE
Suitable for all Cadac low pressure appliances – 28-30 mbar butane, 37 mbar propane. 
The uniform left-hand thread tailpiece incorporates a quick action coupling mechanism to 
‘clip on and off’.
338

2, 3 or 4 burner barbecue covers
Meridian Woody BBQ Cover: 20163-100
3 and 4 Burner BBQ Covers to fit the Meridian and Entertainer Ranges: 98361/98362
Stratos 2, 3 and 4 Burner BBQ Covers: 98700-20-CVR, 98700-30-CVR, 98700-40-CVR

47cm and 57cm barbecue covers
57cm Charcoal Pro BBQ Cover: 98190
Citi Chef 50 Deluxe BBQ Cover: 20162-100
47cm Deluxe BBQ Cover: 98185
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CADAC SHELTER

A barbecueing necessity, the Cadac Shelter provides the 
perfect retreat from the ever-changing British weather!

Housing close friends, family and more importantly, delicious 
food cooked to perfection on your Cadac BBQ, the shelter is 
designed to extend your living area and enrich your outdoor 
dining experience.

The robust interconnected fibreglass tent poles and 
reinforcing guy ropes provide maximum stability while the 
UV treated polyester with 1000mm water column ensures 
protection from the elements. 

• 4.25 x 4.25m living area
• 8 minute pitch time
• Weight 8.4 kg
• Height 2.5m

• Convenient carry bag
• Pack size 20 x 20 x 72cm
• 1000m water column
• 1 year limited warranty

 Product Code: 957285



Cadac UK
Tel. 0333 2000 363 | info@cadacuk.com | www.cadac.uk.com 


